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Panel Shield Straight Set Up Assembly Instructions 

 

1. Insert the end brackets (Left or Right Hand) to the slots on the panel. Hammer the 
bracket down in place. 

 

 

 

2. Install the glass, or laminate panel by aligning the holes on the panel to the holes 
on the end brackets.  Attach the ¼”-20 screws through the holes and onto the end 
brackets.  

(For glass panels only, apply the face plate in front of the panel) 
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.  

 

 

Attaching Fascia to the Glass Shield 

 

1. Attach magnets to the face plates at the corners 
 

 

 

2. Align the fascia with the glass panel edges. Attach fascia to the magnets. 
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Installing Endcap to Fascia 
 

1. Attach the end plate onto the magnet, as shown below. 
2. Peel the tape from the two-way tape on the end plate 

 

 

 

3. Align the fascia edge with the glass panel edge. Press the fascia onto the two-
way tape on the end caps. 
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Panel Shield Corner Set Up Assembly Instructions 

1. Insert the end brackets (Left or Right Hand) to the slots on the panel. Hammer the
bracket down in place.
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2. Attach the corner Z-bracket (Left-hand or Right-hand). Left-hand is shown in
image below and is attached to the slots on the Right panel (looking from inside). If
Right-hand bracket is supplied, it is attached to the Left panel.

3. Attach the L-bracket aligning to the countersink holes on the middle three holes
on the Z-bracket.
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4. Install the glass, or laminate panel by aligning the holes on the panel to the holes
on the end brackets.  Attach the ¼”-20 screws through the holes and onto the end
brackets and Z/L bracket assembly.
(For glass panels only, apply the face plate in front of the panel. )

. 
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Attaching Fascia to the Glass Shield 

1. Attach magnets to the face plates at the corners

2. Align the fascia with the glass panel edges. Attach fascia to the magnets.
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Installing Endcap to Fascia 

1. Attach the end plate onto the magnet, as shown below.
2. Peel the tape from the two-way tape on the end plate
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3. Align the fascia edge with the glass panel edge. Press the fascia onto the two-
way tape on the end caps.
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